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NON-SCALE-INVARIANT INVERSE CURVATURE FLOWS
IN HYPERBOLIC SPACE
JULIAN SCHEUER
Abstract. We consider inverse curvature flows in hyperbolic space
Hn+1 with starshaped initial hypersurface, driven by positive powers
of a homogeneous curvature function.
The solutions exist for all time and, after rescaling, converge to a sphere.
Wir betrachten inverse Kru¨mmungsflu¨sse im hyperbolischen Raum
Hn+1 mit sternfo¨rmiger Starthyperfla¨che, die durch positive Potenzen
einer homogenen Kru¨mmungsfunktion bewegt wird.
Die Lo¨sungen existieren fu¨r alle Zeiten und konvergieren nach Reskalierung
hin zu einer Spha¨re.
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1. Introduction
During the last decades geometric flows have been studied intensively. Fol-
lowing the ground breaking work of Huisken, [7], who considered the mean
curvature flow, several authors started to investigate inverse, or expanding
flows, e.g. [2], in which nonconvex hypersurfaces were shown to be driven
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into spheres. This work, as well as [5], heavily relied on the homogenity of the
curvature function, leading to, at least in Euclidian space, scale invariance of
the flow. In both of these settings, the spherical flows exist for all time and
thus dictate the behaviour of the solution.
In [6] an inverse flow driven by arbitrary positive powers of a homogeneous
curvature function was considered in Rn+1 and for p > 1 blow up in finite
time was proven.
In the present work we also consider this kind of flow,
x˙ = F−pν, 0 < p <∞,
in hyperbolic space Hn+1, n ≥ 2. For p = 1 this has been treated in [5], as
well as in [1] for mean curvature, however in the latter work the obtained
convergence results are of less strength. This flow behaves quite differently
compared to the Euclidian case, since the curvature of a geodesic sphere is
bounded below by 1, so that the flow exists for all time, regardless of the
value of p.
In order to formulate the main result of this work, we first need a definition.
1.1. Definition. Let Γ ⊂ Rn be an open, symmetric and convex cone and
F ∈ C∞(Γ) a symmetric function. A hypersurface M0 ⊂ Hn+1 is called F-
admissable, if at any point x ∈M0 the principle curvatures of M0, κ1, ..., κn,
are contained in Γ.
We now state our main result.
1.2. Theorem. Let Γ ⊂ Rn be a symmetric, convex and open cone, such
that
(1.1) Γ+ = {(κi) ∈ Rn : κi > 0 ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n} ⊂ Γ
and F ∈ C∞(Γ) ∩C0(Γ¯) be a monotone, 1-homogeneous and concave curva-
ture function, such that
(1.2) F|Γ > 0, F|∂Γ = 0 and F (1, ..., 1) = n.
Let p > 0 and in case p > 1 suppose Γ = Γ+. Let M ↪→ M0 ⊂ Hn+1 be a
smooth and F -admissable embedded closed hypersurface, which can be written
as a graph over a geodesic sphere, identified with Sn,
(1.3) M0 = graphu(0, ·).
Then
(1) there is a unique smooth curvature flow
x : [0,∞)×M → Hn+1,
which satisfies the flow equation
x˙ = −Φ(F )ν,
x(0) = M0,
(1.4)
where ν(t, ξ) is the outward normal to Mt = x(t,M) at x(t, ξ), F is evaluated
at the principle curvatures of Mt in x(t, ξ),
(1.5) Φ(r) = −r−p
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and the leaves Mt are graphs over Sn,
(1.6) Mt = graphu(t, ·).
(2) For all 0 < p ≤ 1 the leaves Mt become more and more umbilic, namely
(1.7) |hij − δij | ≤ ce−
2
np t, c = c(n, p,M0).
In case p > 1 there exists  = (n, p,M0), such that the same conclusion
holds, if we impose the C0-pinching condition
(1.8) oscu(0, ·) < .
(3) Under the appropriate conditions as in (2) we obtain, that the rescaled
surfaces
(1.9) M˜t = graph(u− t
np
)
converge to a geodesic sphere in the Fre´chet-metric of C∞.
2. Setting and general facts
We now state some general facts about hypersurfaces, especially those that
can be written as graphs. We basically follow the description of [5], but
restrict to Riemannian manifolds. For a detailed discussion we refer to [4].
Let N = Nn+1 be Riemannian and M = Mn ↪→ N be a hypersurface. The
geometric quantities of N will be denoted by (g¯αβ), (R¯αβγδ) etc., where greek
indices range from 0 to n. Coordinate systems in N will be denoted by (xα).
Quantities for M will be denoted by (gij), (hij) etc., where latin indices range
from 1 to n and coordinate systems will generally be denoted by (ξi), unless
stated otherwise.
Covariant differentiation will usually be denoted by indices, e.g. uij for a
function u : M → R, or, if ambiguities are possible, by a semicolon, e.g.
hij;k. Usual partial derivatives will be denoted by a comma, e.g. ui,j .
Let x : M ↪→ N be an embedding and (hij) be the second fundamental form,
then we have the Gaussian formula
(2.1) xαij = −hijνα,
where ν is a differentiable normal, the Weingarten equation






(2.3) hij;k − hik;j = R¯αβγδναxβi xγj xδk
and the Gauß equation
(2.4) Rijkl = (hikhjl − hilhjk) + R¯αβγδxαi xβj xγkxδl .
Since in our case N = Hn+1, we have
(2.5) R¯αβγδ = g¯αδ g¯βγ − g¯αγ g¯βδ
and thus the Codazzi equation takes the form
(2.6) hij;k = hik;j .
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Now assume that N = (a, b)×S0, where S0 is compact Riemannian and that
there is a Gaussian coordianate system (xα) such that
(2.7) ds¯2 = e2ψ((dx0)2 + σij(x
0, x)dxidxj),
where σij is a Riemannian metric, x = (x
i) are local coordinates for S0 and
ψ : N → R is a function.
Let M = graphu|S0 be a spacelike hypersurface
(2.8) M = {(x0, x) : x0 = u(x), x ∈ S0},
then the induced metric has the form
(2.9) gij = e
2ψ(uiuj + σij)
with inverse
(2.10) gij = e−2ψ(σij − v−2uiuj),
where (σij) = (σij)
−1, ui = σijuj and
(2.11) v2 = 1 + σijuiuj ≡ 1 + |Du|2.
We use, especially in the Gaussian formula, the normal
(2.12) (να) = v−1e−ψ(1,−ui).
Looking at α = 0 in the Gaussian formula, we obtain
(2.13) e−ψv−1hij = −uij − Γ¯000uiuj − Γ¯00iuj − Γ¯00jui − Γ¯0ij
and
(2.14) e−ψh¯ij = −Γ¯0ij ,
where covariant derivatives are taken with respect to gij .
Let us state some properties of Hn+1. Hn+1 is parametrizable over B2(0)






where (σij) is the canonical metric of Sn, cf. [5, p.16]. Also compare [4, Thm.
10.2.1].
Defining τ by







(2.18) ds¯2 = dτ2 + sinh2 τσijdx
idxj .
Thus we have a parametrization of Hn+1 over Rn+1 and, using [4, Thm.
1.7.5], we see that in geodesic polar coordinates around a given point the
metric takes the above representation. In the sequel we will again write r for
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τ, for greater clarity.
The geodesic spheres are totally umbilic and, setting
(2.19) g¯ij = sinh
2 rσij ,
their second fundamental form is given by
(2.20) h¯ij = coth rg¯ij .
Thus h¯ij = coth rδ
i
j and κ¯i = coth r. The second fundamental form of a graph
M = graphu satisfies
(2.21) hijv
−1 = −uij + h¯ij .
3. Long time existence
C0-estimates.
We first construct the spherical barriers of the flow.
3.1. Proposition. Consider (1.4) with x(0) = Sr0 = {x0 = r0}. Then the
corresponding flow x = x(t, ξ) exists for all time. The leaves M(t) = x(t,M)
are geodesic spheres with radius
(3.1) x0(t,M) = Θ(t, r0),
where Θ solves the ODE
Θ˙ = F−p = n−p coth−p Θ
Θ(0, r0) = r0.
(3.2)
Proof. Looking at (2.12), we see that the outer normal of a geodesic sphere
is (1, 0, ..., 0) and thus, setting
x0(t, ξ) = Θ(t, r0)
xi(t, ξ) = xi(0, ξ),
(3.3)
where Θ is the unique solution of (3.2), we see that x solves the flow equation,
also using that F (h¯ij) = n coth Θ. The solution of the ODE exists for all time,
since 0 < Θ˙ ≤ n−p. 
We now derive further properties of the spherical flows.





≤ Θi(t) ≤ ri + t
np
and there exists c = c(r1, n, p), such that
(3.5) 0 < Θ2(t)−Θ1(t) ≤ c(r2 − r1) ∀t ∈ [0,∞)
and such that p 7→ c(r1, n, p) is continuous.
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≤ Θ˙ ≤ 1
np
,
since Θ˙ > 0 and since coth is decreasing. To prove the second claim, define
(3.7) ρ(t) = Θ2(t)−Θ1(t).
ρ is positive, since this is the case at t = 0 and different orbits of an ODE












(p cothp−1(s)(coth2(s)− 1))(Θ2 −Θ1), s ∈ [Θ1(t),Θ2(t)]
≤ c˜(n, p, r1)(coth2 Θ1 − 1)ρ(t)
= c˜ sinh−2 Θ1ρ(t)
≤ c˜ sinh−2(r1 + ct)ρ(t),
(3.8)
Thus




= log(r2 − r1) + c˜
c
[− coth(cs+ r1)]t0





ρ(t) ≤ c(n, p, r1)(r2 − r1).

3.3. Corollary. Let Θ = Θ(t, r0) be a solution of (3.2), then there exists
c = c(r0, n, p), such that
(3.10) − c < Θ− t
np
< c ∀t ∈ [0,∞).
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cothk Θ(1− coth Θ)
≥ c(n, p, r0)(1− coth2 Θ)





≥ r0 + c
∫ t
0










coth(r0 + c˜t)− c
c˜
coth r0





3.4. Remark. Looking at [4, Thm. 2.5.19] and [4, Thm. 2.6.1], under the
assumptions of Theorem 1.2 we obtain short time existence of the flow on a
maximal interval [0, T ∗), 0 < T ∗ ≤ ∞, and
(3.13) x ∈ C∞([0, T ∗)×M,Hn+1).
This includes, that all the leaves M(t) = x(t,M), 0 ≤ t < T ∗, are admiss-
able in the sense of Definition 1.1 and can be written as graphs over Sn.






(3.15) u : [0, T ∗)× Sn → R,
also compare [4, Thm. 2.5.17] and [4, p. 98-99]. Thus, for the rest of the next
chapters we will most of the time investigate long time existence for (3.14).
3.5. Lemma. The solution u of (3.14) satisfies
(3.16) Θ(t, inf u(0, ·)) ≤ u(t, x) ≤ Θ(t, supu(0, ·)) ∀t ∈ [0, T ∗) ∀x ∈ Sn.
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In particular we have
(3.17) oscu(t, ·) = supu(t, ·)− inf u(t, ·) ≤ c oscu(0, ·),
c = c(n, p, inf u(0, ·)).
Proof. Let
(3.18) w(t) = supu(t, ·) = u(t, xt).















On the other hand
(3.20) Θ˙(·, supu(0, ·)) = L(Θ(·, supu(0, ·)))
as well as
(3.21) w(0) = Θ(0, supu(0, ·)),
from which the upper estimate follows by integration and Gronwall’s lemma
applied to w −Θ. The estimate from below follows identically. 
3.6. Corollary. Define
(3.22) ϑ(r) = sinh r
and let u be the solution of (3.14). Then there exists c = c(n, p,M0), such
that






















≤ c(supu(0, ·), n, p),
(3.25)
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≥ c > 0.
(3.26)
Furthermore





























1 + g¯ijuiuj ≡
√
1 + |Du|2
there exists c = c(n, p,M0), such that
(3.29) v ≤ c ∀t ∈ [0, T ∗).
Furthermore c depends on p continuously.
Proof. In case p > 1 the leaves M(t) are convex. Thus, [4, Thm. 2.7.10],
especially estimate (2.7.83)
(3.30) v ≤ eκ¯(supu−inf u)
is applicable. Note that in this estimate, an upper bound for the principle
curvatures of {x0 = const} is uniformly given by some κ¯ = κ¯(inf u(0, ·)).
Thus we obtain the claim in view of Lemma 3.5. 
In case p ≤ 1 we do not assume convexity. We use the maximum principle
to estimate v.







and having (2.21) in mind, we obtain
(3.32) hij = g
ikhkj = v
−1ϑ−1(−(σik − v−2ϕiϕk)ϕjk + ϑ˙δij),
where covariant differentiation and index raising happens with respect to σij ,
cf. [5, (3.26)]. We obtain








(3.34) gij = uiuj + ϑ
2σij = ϑ
2(ϕiϕj + σij) ≡ ϑ2g˜ij .
Defining
(3.35) h˜ij = g˜ikh˜
k
j ,
we see that in (3.33) we are considering the eigenvalues of h˜ij with respect
to g˜ij and thus we define
(3.36) F ij =
∂F
∂h˜ij










hence h˜ij is symmetric. Furthermore note
(3.38) |Du|2 = σijϕiϕj ≡ |Dϕ|2,
as well as
(3.39) h˜lk = −v−1g˜ljϕjk + v−1ϑ˙δlk.
3.9. Lemma. The various quantities and tensors in (3.33) satisfy
(3.40) (ϑp−1)i = (p− 1)ϑp−1ϑ˙ϕi,
(3.41) vi = v
−1ϕkiϕk,
(3.42) g˜lr;i = 2v
−3viϕlϕr − v−2(ϕliϕr + ϕlϕri )
and
(3.43) h˜lk;i = v
−2vi(g˜lrϕrk − ϑ˙δlk)− v−1(g˜lr;iϕrk + g˜lrϕrki − ϑ2ϕiδlk),
where (g˜rl) = (g˜rl)
−1 and the covariant derivatives as well as index raising
are performed with respect to σij .
Proof. This is a straightforward computation in any of the cases. Just have
in mind that ϑ = ϑ(u), such that ϑi = ϑ˙ui = ϑ˙ϑϕi. 
3.10. Lemma. Let u be the solution of (3.14) in case p ≤ 1. Then
(3.44) v ≤ sup v(0, ·).
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Proof. From Remark 3.8 we see, that it suffices to bound |Dϕ|2. Differentiate
(3.45) ϕ˙ = −Φvϑp−1, Φ = Φ(F (h˜kl )),








(3.47) w˙ = ϕ˙iϕ
i = −vϑp−1Φ˙F kl h˜lk;iϕi−Φϑp−1viϕi− (p− 1)Φvϑp−1ϑ˙|Dϕ|2.
Fix 0 < T < T ∗ and suppose
(3.48) sup
[0,T ]×Sn
w = w(t0, x0) > 0,
then at this point we have
0 ≤ (p− 1)F−pvϑp−1ϑ˙|Dϕ|2 − vϑp−1Φ˙F kl (−v−1g˜lrϕrkiϕi
+ v−1ϑ2|Dϕ|2δlk + v−3ϕrkϕrϕliϕi + v−3ϕriϕiϕlϕrk)
= 2(p− 1)F−pvϑp−1ϑ˙w − 2Φ˙ϑp+1F klg˜klw
+ ϑp−1Φ˙F krϕrkiϕi
= (2(p− 1)F−pvϑp−1ϑ˙− 2Φ˙ϑp+1F klg˜kl)w
+ ϑp−1Φ˙F kr(ϕirk + ϕkσri − ϕiσrk)ϕi
= (2(p− 1)F−pvϑp−1ϑ˙− 2Φ˙ϑp+1F klg˜kl)w
+ ϑp−1Φ˙F kr(ϕkϕr − |Dϕ|2σkr)
+ ϑp−1Φ˙F krwrk − ϑp−1Φ˙F krϕirϕik
< 0.
(3.49)
Hence the estimate (3.44) is valid, since T is arbitrary. 
Curvature estimates and long time existence.
3.11. Proposition. Let x be a solution of the curvature flow (1.4), 0 < p <
∞. Then the curvature function is bounded from above and below, i.e. there
exists c = c(n, p,M0), such that
(3.50) 0 < c−1 ≤ F (t, ξ) ≤ c <∞ ∀(t, ξ) ∈ [0, T ∗)×M.
Proof. The proof proceeds similarly to the one in [5, Lemma 4.1].
Define
(3.51) χ = vη(u) ≡ v
sinhu
and note
(3.52) η˙ = −H¯
n
η,
where η = η(r) and H¯ is the mean curvature of Sr. Then χ satisfies





cf. [3, Lemma 5.8]. Φ, and also −Φ, satisfy
(3.54) Φ′ − Φ˙F ijΦij = Φ˙F ijhikhkjΦ +KN Φ˙F ijgijΦ,
where ′ denotes the time derivative of the evolution and Φ˙ = ddrΦ(r), cf. [4,
Lemma 2.3.4]. Note that we have KN = −1. The function u satisfies
(3.55) u˙− Φ˙F ijuij = (Φ˙F − Φ)v−1 − Φ˙F ij h¯ij ,
where u˙ is a total derivative, cf. [4, Lemma 3.3.2].
(i) We first prove F ≥ c > 0. Set
(3.56) χ˜ = χe
t
np .
Then there exists c = c(n, p,M0), such that
(3.57) 0 < c−1 ≤ χ˜(t, ξ) ≤ c <∞ ∀(t, ξ) ∈ [0, T ∗)×M,
where we used Corollary 3.6 and v ≤ c. Set
(3.58) w = log(−Φ) + log χ˜,
fix 0 < T < T ∗ and suppose
(3.59) sup
[0,T ]×M
w = w(t0, ξ0) > 0.














0 ≤ −pF ijgij + (p− 1)F H¯
n
v + n−pF p+1
≤ −pn+ (p− 1)F H¯
n
v + n−pF p+1.
(3.62)
Moreover




−pn+ n−pF p+1, 0 < p ≤ 1
−pn+ (p− 1) inf cothu(0, ·)Fv + n−pF p+1, p > 1.
Without loss of generality suppose w(t0, ξ0) is so large, that F (t0, ξ0) < 1.
Then




p+1n, 0 < p ≤ 1
pn−n−p
(p−1)cv , p > 1,
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c = c(M0). Hence, at a point, where w attains a maximum, we have F ≥ c =
c(n, p,M0). Thus










= ewχ˜−1 ≤ c(n, p,M0).
Thus, F is uniformly bounded below in [0, T ∗).
(ii) We prove F ≤ c.
Define
(3.68) u˜ = u− t
np
.
Then, by Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 3.5 we have
(3.69) u˜ > c.
Set
(3.70) w = − log(−Φ) + u˜.
Then, in a maximal point (t0, ξ0) ∈ (0, T ]×M, 0 < T < T ∗, of w we have
0 ≤ w˙ − Φ˙F ijwij
= −Φ˙F ijhikhkj + Φ˙F ijgij − Φ˙F ij(log(−Φ))i(log(−Φ))j
+ (Φ˙F − Φ)v−1 − Φ˙F ij h¯ij − 1
np
= −Φ˙F ijhikhkj + Φ˙F ij(uiuj + g¯ij − cothug¯ij)
− Φ˙F ijuiuj + (Φ˙F − Φ)v−1 − 1
np




where we used cothu ≥ 1 and 0 = wi in (t0, ξ0). Then
(3.72) F (t0, ξ0) ≤ c(n, p,M0),
leading to
(3.73) w ≤ c(n, p,M0)
and finally
(3.74) F p ≤ ewe−u˜ ≤ c(n, p,M0).

3.12. Proposition. The leaves M(t) of (1.4) have uniformly bounded prin-
cipal curvatures, i.e. there exists c = c(n, p,M0), such that
(3.75) κi(t, ξ) ≤ c ∀(t, ξ) ∈ [0, T ∗)×M.
Thus the principal curvatures stay in a compact set K = K(n, p,M0) ⊂ Γ,
in view of Proposition 3.11.
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Proof. Basically, the proof of the corresponding lemma in [5, Lemma 4.4],
applies in our case with slight modifications.
Since Hn+1 has constant curvature KN = −1, we have
h˙ij − Φ˙F klhij;kl = Φ˙F klhrkhrl hij + (Φ− Φ˙F )hkihkj + Φ¨FjF i
+ Φ˙F kl,rshkl;jhrs;
i − (Φ + Φ˙F )δij + Φ˙F klgklhij .
(3.76)
Let χ˜ = χe
t
np . Setting
(3.77) χˆ = χ˜−1,
we find a constant θ > 0, such that
(3.78) 2θ ≤ χˆ(t, ξ) ∀(t, ξ) ∈ [0, T ∗)×M.
Define the functions
(3.79) ζ = sup{hijηiηj : ‖η‖2 = gijηiηj = 1},
(3.80) φ = − log(χˆ− θ)
and
(3.81) w = log ζ + φ+ λu˜,
where u˜ = u − tnp , and λ is to be chosen later. We wish to bound w from
above. Thus, suppose w attains a maximal value at (t0, ξ0) ∈ (0, T ] ×M,
T < T ∗. Choose Riemannian normal coordinates in (t0, ξ0), such that in this
point we have
(3.82) gij = δij ∧ hij = κiδij ∧ κ1 ≤ . . . ≤ κn.







where η˜ = (η˜i) = (0, . . . , 0, 1).
At (t0, ξ0) we have
(3.84) hnn = h
n
n = κn = ζ = ζ˜
and in a neighborhood of (t0, ξ0) there holds
(3.85) ζ˜ ≤ ζ.
Using hnn = hnkg




and the spatial derivatives also coincide, cf. [5, p.13]. Replacing w by w˜ =
log ζ˜ + φ + λu˜, we see that w˜ attains a maximal value at (t0, ξ0), where ζ˜
satisfies the same differential equation in this point as hnn. Thus, without loss
of generality, we may pretend hnn to be a scalar and w to be given by
(3.87) w = log hnn + φ+ λu˜.
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Since
(3.88) ˙ˆχ− Φ˙F ijχˆij = −χ˜−2( ˙˜χ− Φ˙F ijχ˜ij)− 2χ˜−3Φ˙F ijχ˜iχ˜j ,
we find
φ˙− Φ˙F ijφij = (χˆ− θ)−1(χ˜−2( ˙˜χ− Φ˙F ijχ˜ij) + 2χ˜−3Φ˙F ijχ˜iχ˜j)
− Φ˙F ij (χˆ− θ)i(χˆ− θ)j
(χˆ− θ)2







− Φ˙F ij(log(χˆ− θ))i(log(χˆ− θ))j .
(3.89)
Thus, in (t0, ξ0) we infer
0 ≤ w˙ − Φ˙F ijwij
= Φ˙F klhkrh
r
l + (Φ− Φ˙F )hnn + Φ¨FnFn(hnn)−1
+ Φ˙F kl,rshkl;nhrs;
n(hnn)
−1 − (Φ + Φ˙F )(hnn)−1 + Φ˙F klgkl
− Φ˙F ijhikhkj
χˆ










+ λ(Φ˙F − Φ)v−1 − λΦ˙F ij h¯ij − λ
np
− Φ˙F ij(log(χˆ− θ))i(log(χˆ− θ))j + Φ˙F ij(log hnn)i(log hnn)j .
(3.90)
In the present coordinate system we have
(3.91) F kl,rsηklηrs ≤
∑
k 6=l
F kk − F ll






for all symmetric tensors (ηkl) and
(3.92) Fnn ≤ . . . ≤ F 11,
cf. [5, (4.28), (4.29)] and the references therein. Using those inequalities,
Φ¨ < 0 as well as
(3.93) (log hnn)i = −φi − λu˜i
in (t0, ξ0), we obtain from (3.90)
0 ≤ −Φ˙F ijhikhkj
θ
χˆ− θ + (Φ− Φ˙F )h
n
n − (Φ + Φ˙F )(hnn)−1 + Φ˙F klgkl










+ λ(Φ˙F − Φ)v−1 − λΦ˙F ij h¯ij − λ
np




κn − κ1 Φ˙
n∑
i=1




F ij h¯ij = F
ij g¯ij cothu ≥ F ij g¯ij = F ijgij − F ijuiuj
≥ F ijgij(1− ‖Du‖2) = v−2F ijgij ≥ c˜0F ijgij ,
(3.95)
where c˜0 = c(n, p,M0), and
(3.96) hni;n = hnn;i,
in view of the Codazzi equation. We now estimate (3.94).
We distinguish two cases.












cf. [5, p.14, (4.47)]. Furthermore, by [3, (5.29)], we have
(3.98) vi = −v2hki uk + v
H¯
n




(3.99) ‖Dv‖ ≤ c|κn|‖Du‖+ c‖Du‖, c = c(n, p,M0)
so that
(3.100) ‖Dφ‖ ≤ c‖Dv‖+ c‖Du‖ ≤ c|κn|‖Du‖+ c‖Du‖.
Hence (3.94) can be estimated:






















+ λ(Φ˙F − Φ)v−1.
(3.101)
The last two lines are uniformly bounded by some c = c(n, p,M0) and the
first line converges to −∞, if κn → ∞, where we use Φ˙F ijgij ≥ c > 0 and
the boundedness of all the other coefficients. We conclude, that in this case
any choice of λ yields
(3.102) κn ≤ c(n, p,M0).




κn − κ1 Φ˙
n∑
i=1






(Fnn − F ii)(log hnn)2i ,
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so that




κn − κ1 Φ˙
n∑
i=1


































= Φ˙Fnn(‖Dφ‖2 + λ2‖Du‖2 + 2λ〈Dφ,Du˜〉),
(3.104)
where we used gij = δij . We now choose λ = λ(n, p,M0), such that
(3.105) λ > c˜−10 .
Estimating (3.90) again yields
0 ≤ −Φ˙Fnnκ2n
θ













+ λ(Φ˙F − Φ)v−1 − λ
np
+ Φ˙Fnn(λ2‖Du‖2 + 2λ‖Dφ‖‖Du‖),
(3.106)
implying
(3.107) κn(t0, ξ0) ≤ c(n, p,M0).
Thus, w and ζ as well, are bounded from above, implying the claim. 
3.13. Theorem. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 we have
(3.108) T ∗ =∞.
Proof. Following [4, 2.6.2], all we have to show is that we have a uniform
C2(Sn) estimate on finite intervals, since we have already shown the uniform
ellipticity on such intervals. There holds




where g˜ik = σik − v−2ϕiϕk. We have
(3.110) ϕj = ϑ
−1uj
and
(3.111) ϕjk = −ϑ−2ϑ˙ujuk + ϑ−1ujk,
18 JULIAN SCHEUER

















where ui = σikuk. Since v ≤ c, σik and g˜ik generate equivalent norms. All
the other tensors are bounded in finite time and thus
(3.113) |u|2,Sn ≤ c = c(n, p,M0, T ∗).
Then, using Krylov-Safonov, [4, Thm. 2.5.9] and Remark 3.4 we conclude
the result. 
4. Decay estimates in C1 and C2
Decay of the C1-norm.
4.1. Theorem. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2, for all 0 < p ≤ 1 there
exist constants 0 < λ and 0 < c depending on n, p and M0, such that
(4.1) v − 1 ≤ ce−λt ∀t ∈ [0,∞).
In case p > 1 there exist constants 0 < , λ, c, depending on n, p and M0,
such that
(4.2) oscu(0, ·) < ⇒ v − 1 ≤ ce−λt ∀t ∈ [0,∞).









v˙ − Φ˙F ijvij = −Φ˙F ijhikhkj v − 2v−1Φ˙F ijvivj + 2Φ˙F ijviuj
H¯
n
− Φ˙F ijgij H¯
2
n2







(v2 − 1)(Φ− Φ˙F ) + 2Φ˙F H¯
n
v2




























Let λ > 0 and set
(4.5) w = (v − 1)eλt.
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Fix T > 0 and suppose
(4.6) sup
[0,T ]×M
w = w(t0, ξ0), t0 > 1.
Then at this point




































F−p(p(v − 1)− (v + 1)) + λ
)
w.








where the last estimate follows from the estimates of the curvature function,
the principal curvatures and Corollary 3.6. The constant in this inequality
depends on n, p and M0.
Consider p > 1. In view of (3.30) we deduce
(4.8) v ≤ eκ¯ oscu,
where κ¯ is an upper bound for the curvatures of the slices, which in our case






p− 1 ∀t ∈ [0,∞),
there exists  > 0, such that
(4.10) oscu(0, ·) < ⇒ sup
t∈[0,∞)
oscu(t, ·) < β,
due to the estimates (3.5) and (3.16) and we conclude further
(4.11) v ≤ eκ¯β < p+ 1
p− 1 ∀t ∈ [0,∞).
Using






we obtain from (4.7)
(4.14) 0 ≤ ce(λ− 2np t) + c((p− 1)v − (p+ 1) + λ)w.
In this inequality the coefficient of the linear term is strictly negative in view
of the previous considerations, if λ(n, p,M0) is small, while the first term
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converges to 0, which leads to a contradiction, if t0 is sufficiently large. Thus
w is bounded, completing the proof.

Curvature asymptotics.
4.2. Lemma. Let f ∈ C0,1(R+) and let D be the set of points of differen-
tiability of f. Suppose that for all  > 0 there exist T > 0 and δ > 0, such
that





Proof. Suppose first, that
(4.17) lim inf
t→∞ f(t) ≥ 2 > 0.
Then there exists T˜ > 0, such that
(4.18) f(t) >  ∀t ≥ T˜
and hence, there exists T ≥ T˜ and δ > 0, such that
(4.19) f ′(t) < −δ ∀t ∈ D ∩ [T,∞)
and we infer for all t ≥ T
(4.20) f(t) ≤ f(T) +
∫ t
T
(−δ) = f(T)− δ(t− T)→ −∞,
as t→∞, which is a contradiction.
Now suppose that
(4.21) lim inf
t→∞ f(t) ≤ 0 ∧ lim supt→∞ f(t) ≥ 2 > 0.
Then there exist (tk)k∈N and (sk)k∈N, such that
tk < sk,
tk →∞, k →∞,

2










Since D ⊂ R+ is dense and f continuous, we may suppose that tk, sk ∈ D.
Choose T 
2
> 0 and δ 
2
> 0, such that
(4.23) f(t) ≥ 
2
⇒ f ′(t) < −δ 
2
∀t ∈ D ∩ [T 
2
,∞).
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We conclude







(sk − tk) ∀tk, sk ≥ T 2 ,
hence
(4.25) f(sk) < f(tk),
which is a contradiction. 
4.3. Lemma. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 the principal curvatures
of the flow hypersurfaces converge to 1,
(4.26) sup
M
|κi(t, ·)− 1| → 0, t→∞, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof. (i) As in the proof of Proposition 3.12 we consider the function
(4.27) ζ = sup{hijηiηj : ‖η‖2 = gijηiηj = 1}.
Set
(4.28) w = (log ζ + log χ˜+ u˜− log 2)t,
where







np , u˜ = u− t
np
.
Fix 0 < T <∞ and suppose
(4.30) sup
[0,T ]×M
w = w(t0, ξ0), t0 > 0.
As in the proof of Proposition 3.12, we choose coordinates such that in (t0, ξ0)
there holds gij = δij , hij = κiδij and
(4.31) w = (log hnn + log χ˜+ u˜− log 2)t.
First note, that
(log χ˜+ u˜− log 2)t =
(









log v − log 1
2
(eu − e−u) + u− log 2
)
t
= (log v − log(eu − e−u) + u)t
(4.32)
is bounded. To prove this claim, note that
(4.33) t log v = log(1 + v − 1)t ≤ log(1 + ce−λt)t,







= (1− e−2u)−t ≤ (1− ec− tnp )−t,
following from Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 3.5. But for large t we have








(4.37) t(u− log(eu − e−u))
is bounded for the same reason. Using the equations for hnn, χ˜ and u˜, cf.
Proposition 3.12, we obtain
w˙ − Φ˙F ijwij =
(
(Φ− Φ˙F )hknhkn(hnn)−1 + Φ¨FnFn(hnn)−1
+ Φ˙F kl,rshkl;nhrs;
n(hnn)
−1 − (Φ + Φ˙F )(hnn)−1




− Φ˙F kl(log χ˜)k(log χ˜)l + (Φ˙F + Φ)H¯
n
v
+ (Φ˙F − Φ)v−1 − Φ˙F ij h¯ij
)
t0
+ (log hnn + log χ˜+ u˜− log 2)
≤ Φ
(










v + v−1 − (hnn + (hnn)−1)
)
t0
+ Φ˙F klg¯kl(1− cothu)t0 + Φ˙F klukult0
+ Φ˙F kl((log hnn)k(log h
n
n)l − (log χ˜)k(log χ˜)l)t0
+ log hnn + log χ˜+ u˜− log 2.
(4.38)
At (t0, ξ0) we have














v + v−1 − (hnn + (hnn)−1)
)
t0
+ log hnn + log χ˜+ u˜− log 2 + 2Φ˙F klukult0 + 2Φ˙F kl(log χ˜)kult0
(4.40)
We have














the principal curvatures are bounded by Proposition 3.12 and |Du|2 → 0 by
Theorem 4.1. In view of
(4.43) x+ x−1 ≥ 2 ∀x > 0
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and by Theorem 4.1 we have in (t0, ξ0) :
(4.44) 0 ≤ Φ(hnn − (hnn)−1)t0 + c
for some c = c(n, p,M0), which implies











+ t0(log χ˜+ u˜− log 2)
≤ c = c(n, p,M0).
(4.46)





κi(t, ·) ≤ 1 ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(ii) Now we investigate the function







z(t, ·) ≤ 0.
The Lipschitz function
(4.50) z˜ = sup
ξ∈M
z(·, ξ)
satisfies for almost every t ≥ 0












v − F klh¯kl
)
+ Φ˙(Fv−1 − F klgkl)









Claim: ∀ > 0 ∃T > 0 ∃δ > 0:
A = {t ∈ [T,∞) ∩D : z˜(t) > } ⊂ {t ∈ [T,∞) ∩D : ˙˜z(t) ≤ −δ},
where D is the set of points of differentiability of z˜.
To prove this claim, let  > 0 and choose T > 0 such that
(4.52) log χ˜+ u˜− log 2 < 
2
∀(t, ξ) ∈ [T,∞)×M.










where z˜(t) = z(t, ξt). Thus there exists 0 < γ = γ(), such that






v + Fv−1 − 2F klgkl ≤ H¯v − n− H¯
n
vγ.
One may enlarge T , such that
(4.56) |o(1) + Φ˙(H¯v − n)| ≤ (inf Φ˙)γ
2
∀(t, ξ) ∈ [T,∞)×M.
Thus
(4.57) ˙˜z(t) ≤ −(inf Φ˙)γ
2
=: −δ.















(z − log χ˜− u˜+ log 2)
≤ lim sup
t→∞




























F p ≥ np
Together with (i) we obtain
(4.62) sup
M
|F − n| → 0.
Now suppose there was a sequence (tk, ξk) such that for the smallest eigen-
value we had














F 1(δ − 1) < 0,
(4.64)
which is a contradiction. 
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Optimal rates of convergence. We now derive the optimal speed of con-
vergence of the second fundamental form to δij , which, of course, can not be
better than what we expect from the spherical flow, i.e.
|h¯ij − g¯ij | = |coth Θ− 1||δij |
≤ c





≤ ce−2Θ ≤ ce− 2np t.
(4.65)
4.4. Theorem. The principal curvatures of the flow hypersurfaces of (1.4)
converge to 1 exponentially fast. There exists c = c(n, p,M0), such that
(4.66) |hij − δij | ≤ ce−
2
np t ∀(t, ξ) ∈ [0,∞)×M.






|hij − δij |2eλt =
1
2
(hij − δij)(hji − δji )eλt, λ > 0.
Then
G˙− Φ˙F klGkl =
(











i − δji ) + (Φ− Φ˙F )hkihkj(hji − δji )
+ Φ¨FjF
i(hji − δji ) + Φ˙F kl,rshkl;jhrs;i(hji − δji )





Fix 0 < T <∞ and suppose
(4.69) sup
[0,T ]×M
G = G(t0, ξ0) > 0, t0 > 0.
Since |hij − δij | → 0, Lemma 4.3, we may suppose that t0 is so large, that bad
terms involving derivatives of the second fundamental form can be absorbed





k − δik)(hkj − δkj ) + 2(hij − δij) + δij .
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i − δji ) + (Φ− Φ˙F )(hik − δik)(hkj − δkj )(hji − δji )
+ 2(Φ− Φ˙F )(hij − δij)(hji − δji ) + (Φ− Φ˙F )δij(hji − δji )







l − 2hkl + gkl)hij(hji − δji )
+ (Φ− Φ˙F )(hik − δik)(hkj − δkj )(hji − δji )




In (t0, ξ0) choose coordinates, such that













eλt0 + (4Φ + λ)G
≤
(
− 4F−p + λ+ 2Φ˙
n∑
j=1










Enlarging T0, we obtain a contradiction, if λ > 0 is small.
(ii) By Proposition 3.12 we know that Φ = Φ(F (κi)) is uniformly Lipschitz
continuous with respect to (κi) during the flow. Thus




|κi − 1| ≤ ce−λ2 t.
Now define




|hij − δij |2e
4
np t.
Then for t ≥ T, cf. (i), we obtain from (4.73)
˙˜G ≤
(














≤ ce−λ2 tG˜, c = c(n, p,M0), λ = λ(n, p,M0).
(4.76)
Thus
(4.77) G˜ ≤ c(n, p,M0),
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which implies the claim. 
4.5. Theorem. In both cases of Theorem 4.1 the conclusions hold with λ =
2
np .
Proof. We come back to the proof of Lemma 3.10 and define




|Dϕ(·, x)|2 = w(t, xt).
Using the same calculation as in (3.49), we obtain
˙˜w ≤ (2(p− 1)F−pvϑp−1ϑ˙− 2pF−(p+1)ϑp+1F klg˜kl)w˜
≤ (2p(F−pvϑp−1ϑ˙− F−(p+1)ϑp+1F klg˜kl)− 2F−pvϑp)w˜,(4.79)




(4.80) |vϑ˙− ϑ| ≤ |vϑ˙− ϑ˙|+ |ϑ˙− ϑ| ≤ cϑ˙e−λt + e− tnp ,
and thus
(4.81) ˙˜w ≤ (2pF−p(vϑ˙− ϑ)ϑ−1 + 2p(F−p − F−(p+1)n)− 2F−p)w˜,
where now F = F (hij). Since











(4.84) w˜ ≤ ce− 2np t.

4.6. Theorem. For the function ϕ in Remark 3.8 there exists c = c(n, p,M0),
such that
(4.85) |D2ϕ| ≤ ce− tnp ,
where the derivatives as well as the norm are taken with respect to σij .
Proof. (3.32) implies
(4.86) ϕij = σ
ikϕkj = v
−2ϕiϕkϕkj + ϑ˙δij − vϑhij .
In view of Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 we deduce
(4.87) |ϑ˙− ϑ| = e−u ≤ ce− tnp
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and, using (3.23), we obtain
|D2ϕ| ≤ |v−2ϕiϕkϕkj |+ |ϑ˙δij − vϑhij |
≤ c|Dϕ|2|D2ϕ|+ |ϑ˙δij − ϑδij |+ |ϑδij − vϑδij |+ |vϑδij − vϑhij |
≤ c|Dϕ|2|D2ϕ|+ ce− tnp
≤ c˜e− 2np t|D2ϕ|+ ce− tnp ,
(4.88)







we obtain the claim. 
5. Estimates of higher order
We first need a definition to simplify the notation, compare [5, Def. 6.6], and
the remark afterwards.
5.1. Definition. (1) For tensors S and T , the symbol S ? T denotes an ar-
bitrary linear combination of contractions of S ⊗ T. We do not distinguish
between S ? T and cS ? T, c = c(n, p,M0).
(2) For  ∈ R, the symbol O denotes an arbitrary tensor, which can be
estimated like
(5.1) |O| ≤ ce tnp , c = c(n, p,M0, ),
where the norm is taken with respect to the spherical metric.
(3) For a tensor T, the symbol DkT denotes an arbitrary covariant derivative
of order k with respect to the spherical metric.
(4) If a derivative of order m is expressed as an algebraic combination of terms
involving O, then the corresponding constants may additionally depend on
m.









≡ ϕ˙ = −ϑp−1vΦ on [0,∞)× Sn,
where F = F (h˜ij) = F (ϑh
i
j). Furthermore, we have proven the estimates
(5.4) Dϕ = O−1
and
(5.5) D2ϕ = O−1.
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On the following pages we prove analogous estimates for higher derivatives
of ϕ by differentiating (3.33). We prepare the final result by examining all of
the terms separately first. In the sequel, we suppose m ≥ 3.
5.2. Lemma. For functions g, f i : M → R on a manifold the following gen-





























Proof. For m = 1 this is the ordinary product rule. If the claim holds for
































The generalized chain rule is known as formula of Faa´ di Bruno, cf. [8, p. 17,
Thm. 1.3.2]. 
Let us remark, that the cited version of the generalized chain rule is the one,
which holds for functions depending on one variable. Although our functions
depend on n variables, all that matters is the order of the multiindex in most
of the cases, so that such a formal version is all we need.
5.3. Lemma. Let ϕ be the solution of (3.33) and suppose, that there exists
0 < γ ≤ 1, such that
(5.9) Dkϕ = O−γ ∀1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1,
then
(5.10) Dkv = O−2γ ∀1 ≤ k ≤ m− 2,
(5.11) vj1...jm−1 = O−2γ + v−1ϕkj1...jm−1ϕk,
and
(5.12) vi1...im = O−2γ +O−γ ? Dmϕ+ v−1ϕki1...imϕk.
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Proof. For k = 1 we have
(5.13) vi1 = v
−1ϕai1ϕ
a = O−2γ .





a) = O−2γ ,
since
(5.15) Ds(v−1) = O−2γ ∀1 ≤ s ≤ l
and
(5.16) Dr(ϕai1ϕ
a) = O−2γ ∀0 ≤ r ≤ l,











av−1 +Dmϕ ? D(ϕav−1) +Dmϕ ?O−γ +O−2γ
= ϕai1...imϕ
av−1 +Dmϕ ?O−γ +O−2γ ,
where we used (5.10) and (5.11). 
5.4. Lemma. Let ϕ be the solution of (3.33) and suppose, that there exists
0 < γ ≤ 1, such that
(5.19) Dkϕ = O−γ ∀1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1,
then
(5.20) Dku = Ok(1−γ) ∀1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1.
Proof.
(5.21) Dϕ = ϑ−1Du⇒ Du = ϑDϕ,
where ϑ = ϑ(u). Thus the claim holds for k = 1 in view of Corollary 3.6.
Suppose the claim to hold for 1 ≤ l ≤ m− 2. Then
(5.22) Dl+1u = Dl(ϑDϕ) =
∑
r+s=l
Ds(ϑ) ? Dr(Dϕ) = O(l+1)(1−γ),
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5.5. Lemma. Let ϕ be the solution of (3.33) and suppose, that there exists
0 < γ ≤ 1, such that
(5.25) Dkϕ = O−γ ∀1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1,
then
(5.26) (ϑp−1)i1...im = (p− 1)ϑp−1ϑ˙ϕi1...im +Op−1+m(1−γ)
and
(5.27) Dk(ϑp−1) = Op−1+k(1−γ) ∀0 ≤ k ≤ m− 1.
















(5.29) f (a)(ϑ) =
a∏
i=1












Thus, (5.27) follows from the the di Bruno formula again, (5.7), applied to
g ◦ u, and by Lemma 5.4. Note that (5.27) also holds for ϑ˙ instead of ϑ,
because they share the same growth behavior and there holds ϑ¨ = ϑ.
In order to prove (5.26), observe that
(5.31) (ϑp−1)i1 = (p− 1)ϑ˙ϑp−1ϕi1
and
(5.32)





Ds((p− 1)ϑ˙ϑp−1) ? Dr(ϕi1)
= (p− 1)ϑp−1ϑ˙ϕi1...im +Op−1+m(1−γ),




Ds1 ϑ˙ ? Ds2ϑ = O1+s1(1−γ) ?Op−1+s2(1−γ).

5.6. Lemma. Let ϕ be the solution of (3.33) and suppose, that there exists
0 < γ ≤ 1, such that
(5.34) Dkϕ = O−γ ∀1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1
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and set
(5.35) g˜ij = ϕiϕj + σij ,
then
(5.36) g˜ = O0,
(5.37) Dkg˜ = O−2γ ∀1 ≤ k ≤ m− 2,
(5.38) Dm−1g˜ = O−2γ +Dmϕ ?O−γ ,
(5.39) Dmg˜ = O−2γ +Dmϕ ?O−γ +Dm+1ϕ ?O−γ ,
(5.40) Dk(h˜ij) = O1+k(1−γ) ∀0 ≤ k ≤ m− 3,
(5.41) Dm−2(h˜ij) = O1+(m−2)(1−γ) +Dmϕ ?O0,
(5.42) Dm−1(h˜ij) = O1+(m−1)(1−γ) +Dmϕ ?O1−γ +Dm+1ϕ ?O0,
and
(5.43)
h˜la;i1...im = −v−1g˜lrϕra;i1...im + v−1ϑ2ϕi1...imδla
+O1+m(1−γ) +Dmϕ ?O1−γ +Dm+1ϕ ?O1−γ
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−γ .
Proof. We have
(5.44) g˜lr = σlr − v−2ϕlϕr = O0.












from which (5.37)-(5.39) follow by Lemma 5.3. There holds
(5.46) h˜la = −v−1(g˜lrϕra − ϑ˙δla).
For all 1 ≤ k ≤ m we have
(5.47)






∃i1 6=i2 : ji1 ,ji2≥1
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In order to prove (5.40)-(5.43), we examine (5.47) and use Lemma 5.3, Lemma
5.5 and (5.37)-(5.39). First let 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 3. Then
(5.48) Dkh˜la = O−3γ +O−γ +O1−2γ +O1+k(1−γ) = O1+k(1−γ),
(5.49)
Dm−2h˜la = O−3γ +Dmϕ ?O0 +O1−2γ +O1+(m−2)(1−γ)
= O1+(m−2)(1−γ) +O0 ? Dmϕ,
(5.50)
Dm−1h˜la = O−3γ +Dmϕ ?O−2γ +Dm+1ϕ ?O0 +O1−2γ
+Dmϕ ?O1−γ +O1+(m−1)(1−γ)
= Dmϕ ?O1−γ +Dm+1φ ?O0 +O1+(m−1)(1−γ)
and finally
(5.51)
h˜la;i1...im = O−3γ +Dmϕ ?O−2γ +Dm+1ϕ ?O−2γ
− v−1g˜lrϕra;i1...im +O1−2γ +Dmϕ ?O1−γ
+Dm+1ϕ ?O1−γ +O1+m(1−γ) + v−1ϑ2ϕi1...imδla
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−γ
= O1+m(1−γ) +Dmϕ ?O1−γ +Dm+1ϕ ?O1−γ
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−γ − v−1g˜lrϕra;i1...im + v−1ϑ2ϕi1...imδla.

5.7. Lemma. Let ϕ be the solution of (3.33) and suppose, that there exists
0 < γ ≤ 1, such that
(5.52) Dkϕ = O−γ ∀1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1,
then
(5.53) DαΦ = O−(p+α) ∀0 ≤ α ≤ m,
where Dα denotes an arbitrary derivative of order α with respect to the
argument h˜la.














where Φ(r) = d
r
dsr Φ(s). In view of




(5.56) F = O1
and by homogenity
(5.57) DiF = O1−i,
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as well as




























i=1 iki = O−(p+α).

5.8. Lemma. Let ϕ be the solution of (3.33) and suppose, that there exists
0 < γ ≤ 1, such that
(5.61) Dkϕ = O−γ ∀1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1,
then
(5.62) DkΦ = Ok(1−γ)−p ∀0 ≤ k ≤ m− 3,
(5.63) Dm−2Φ = O(m−2)(1−γ)−p +Dmϕ ?O−(p+1),
(5.64)
Dm−1Φ = O(m−1)(1−γ)−p +Dmϕ ?O−(p+γ)
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(p+2) +Dm+1ϕ ?O−(p+1)
and
(5.65)
Φi1...im = −Φ˙v−1F al g˜lrϕra;i1...im + Φ˙v−1F al ϑ2ϕi1...imδla
+Om(1−γ)−p +Dmϕ ?O1−2γ−p
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(p+1+γ) +Dm+1ϕ ?O−(p+γ)
+Dmϕ ? Dm+1ϕ ?O−(p+2)
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(p+3).














We consider the different cases separately and use Lemma 5.6 and Lemma
5.7 to obtain, that if β ≤ m− 3, then






i=1 iki(1−γ) = Oβ(1−γ)−p.
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? (O1+(m−2)(1−γ) +Dmϕ ?O0)km−2
= Oβ(1−γ)−p +Dmϕ ?O−(p+1).














? (O1+(m−2)(1−γ) +Dmϕ ?O0)km−2
? (O1+(m−1)(1−γ) +Dmϕ ?O1−γ +Dm+1ϕ ?O0)km−1
= Oβ(1−γ)−p +Dmϕ ?O−(p+γ) +Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(p+2)
+Dm+1ϕ ?O−(p+1)
















? (O1+(m−2)(1−γ) +Dmϕ ?O0)km−2









+O1+m(1−γ) +Dmϕ ?O1−γ +Dm+1ϕ ?O1−γ





Φi1...im = −Φ˙F al v−1g˜lrϕra;i1...im + Φ˙F al v−1ϑ2ϕi1...imδla
+Om(1−γ)−p +Dmϕ ?O−(p+γ) +Dm+1ϕ ?O−(p+γ)
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(p+1+γ) +Om(1−γ)−p
+Dmϕ ?O1−2γ−p +Dm+1ϕ ?O−(p+γ)
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(p+1+γ) +Dmϕ ? Dm+1ϕ ?O−(p+2)
+Om(1−γ)−p +Dmϕ ?O1−2γ−p +Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(p+2)
+Om(1−γ)−p +Dmϕ ?O1−2γ−p +Om(1−γ)−p
+Dmϕ ?O1−2γ−p +Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(p+1+γ)




Φi1...im = −Φ˙F al v−1g˜lrϕra;i1...im + Φ˙F al v−1ϑ2ϕi1...imδla
+Om(1−γ)−p +Dmϕ ?O1−2γ−p
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(p+1+γ) +Dm+1ϕ ?O−(p+γ)
+Dmϕ ? Dm+1ϕ ?O−(p+2)
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(p+3).

5.9. Lemma. For a function
(5.73) ϕ : Sn → R
there holds
(5.74) ϕrk;i1...im = ϕi1...im;rk +D
mϕ ?O0.
Proof. We shift ij into the j-th position inductively. For j = 1 we have
(5.75)
ϕrk;i1...im = ϕri1;ki2...im + (R
s
rki1ϕs);i2...im






















and analogously for exchanging r and ij+1. 
5.10. Lemma. Let ϕ be the solution of (3.33) and suppose, that there exists
0 < γ ≤ 1, such that
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satisfy
(5.81)
z˙ − ϑp−1Φ˙F arzar = −ϑp−1Φ˙F arϕi1...im−1;rϕi1...im−1 ;a
+O−(1+γ)+(m−1)(1−γ)
+Dmϕ ?O−(1+2γ) +Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(3+γ)
and
(5.82)
w˙ − ϑp−1Φ˙F arwar = −2(p− 1)ϑp−1ϑ˙vΦw − 2ϑp+1Φ˙F aaw
− ϑp−1Φ˙F arϕi1...im;rϕi1...im ;a
+Dmϕ ?O−1+m(1−γ) +Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−2γ
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(2+γ)
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−4
+Dmϕ ? Dm+1ϕ ?O−(1+γ)
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dm+1ϕ ?O−3.
Proof. ϕ satisfies
(5.83) ϕ˙ = −ϑp−1vΦ on [0,∞)× Sn.
Differentiating covariantly with respect to σij gives
(5.84)




∃s6=t : js,jt 6=0
Dj1(ϑp−1) ? Dj2v ? Dj3Φ.
In order to prove (5.81), we consider k = m− 1 and obtain
(5.85)
ϕ˙i1...im−1 = O−1+(m−1)(1−γ) +Dmϕ ?O−(1+γ)
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−3 + ϑp−1Φ˙F al g˜lrϕra;i1...im−1 .
There holds









+Dm−1ϕ ? Dm−1ϕ ?O0
= zra − ϕi1...im−1;rϕi1...im−1 ;a
+Dm−1ϕ ? Dm−1ϕ ?O0.
We conclude, that
(5.88)
z˙ − ϑp−1Φ˙F al g˜lrzra = −ϑp−1Φ˙F al g˜lrϕi1...im−1;rϕi1...im−1 ;a
+O−(1+γ)+(m−1)(1−γ) +Dmϕ ?O−(1+2γ)
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(3+γ).
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To prove (5.82), set k = m to obtain
(5.89)
ϕ˙i1...im = −(p− 1)ϑp−1ϑ˙ϕi1...imvΦ− ϑp−1v−1ϕai1...imϕaΦ
+O−1+m(1−γ) +Dmϕ ?O−2γ + ϑp−1Φ˙F arϕra;i1...im
− ϑp+1Φ˙F aaϕi1...im +Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(2+γ)
+Dm+1ϕ ?O−(1+γ) +Dmϕ ? Dm+1ϕ ?O−3
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−4.
As above we have







i1...im +Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O0
= wra − ϕi1...im;rϕi1...im ;a +Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O0
and thus
(5.92)
w˙ − ϑp−1Φ˙F arwar = −2(p− 1)ϑp−1ϑ˙vΦw +Dmϕ ?O−1+m(1−γ)
+Dmϕ ? Dm+1ϕ ?O−(1+γ)
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−2γ
− ϑp−1Φ˙F arϕi1...im;rϕi1...im ;a − 2ϑp+1Φ˙F aaw
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−(2+γ)
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dm+1ϕ ?O−3
+Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ?O−4.

5.11. Theorem. Let ϕ be the solution of (3.33), then
(5.93) Dmϕ = O−γ ∀m ∈ N∗ ∀0 ≤ γ < 1.
Proof. We use a method similar to the proof of [5, Lemma 6.10].
For m = 1, 2 this has been proven for γ = 1, cf. Theorem 4.5 and Theorem











(5.96) w˜ = we
2λ
np t, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
Set
(5.97) ζ = log w˜ + z.
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Then by 5.10 we have
(5.98)
ζ˙ − ϑp−1Φ˙F al g˜lrζra = w˜−1( ˙˜w − ϑp−1Φ˙F al g˜lrw˜ar)
+ ϑp−1Φ˙F al g˜
lr(log w˜)a(log w˜)r
+ z˙ − ϑp−1Φ˙F al g˜lrzra




+ ϑp−1Φ˙F al g˜
lr(logw)a(logw)r
+ z˙ − ϑp−1Φ˙F al g˜lrzar
= −2(p− 1)ϑp−1ϑ˙vΦ− 2ϑp+1Φ˙F aa
− ϑp−1Φ˙|Dm+1ϕ|2w−1
+ ϑp−1Φ˙(σar − F ar)ϕi1...im;rϕi1...im ;aw−1
+ (O−1+m(1−γ) ? Dmϕ)w−1
+ (O−2γ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ)w−1
+ (O−(2+γ) ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ)w−1
+ (O−4 ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ)w−1
+ (O−(1+γ) ? Dmϕ ? Dm+1ϕ)w−1
+ (O−3 ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ ? Dm+1ϕ)w−1
− ϑp−1Φ˙|Dmϕ|2
+ ϑp−1Φ˙(σar − F ar)ϕi1...im−1;rϕi1...im−1 ;a
+O−(1+γ)+(m−1)(1−γ) +O−(1+2γ) ? Dmϕ
+O−(3+γ) ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ




We want to bound ζ. Thus, fix 0 < T <∞ and suppose that
(5.99) sup
[0,T ]×Sn
ζ = ζ(t0, x0), t0 > 0.
At this point we have









=O−2(1+γ) ? Dmϕ ? Dmϕ.
Thus, at (t0, x0), also supposing that
(5.102) |Dmϕ|e λnp t ≥ 1,
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(5.103)
0 ≤ 2ϑp−1ϑ˙vΦ− 2(ϑp+1Φ˙F aa + pϑp−1ϑ˙vΦ)
+ w−1(−ϑp−1Φ˙|Dm+1ϕ|2
+ ϑp−1Φ˙(σar − F ar)ϕi1...im;rϕi1...im ;a
+ cme
− 1+γnp t|Dmϕ||Dm+1ϕ|+ cme− 3np t|Dmϕ|2|Dm+1ϕ|)
+ (−ϑp−1Φ˙|Dmϕ|2 + ϑp−1Φ˙(σar − F ar)ϕi1...im−1;rϕi1...im−1 ;a
+ cme
m(1−γ)−1




− 1+2γnp t|Dmϕ|+ cme−
2(1+γ)
np t|Dmϕ|2) + 2
np
λ
≤ −2ϑ−1ϑ˙vF−p(hla) + 2pF−p(hla)(ϑ−1ϑ˙v − F−1F aa )
+ w−1(−ϑp−1Φ˙|Dm+1ϕ|2
+ ϑp−1Φ˙(σar − F ar)ϕi1...im;rϕi1...im ;a
+ ce−
γ
np t|Dmϕ|2 + ce− 2+γnp t|Dm+1ϕ|2
+ ce−
3
np t(|Dmϕ|4 + |Dm+1ϕ|2))
+ (−ϑp−1Φ˙|Dmϕ|2 + ϑp−1Φ˙(σar − F ar)ϕi1...im−1;rϕi1...im−1 ;a
+ ce
λ+m(1−γ)−1
np t + ce
(m−1)(1−γ)−(1+γ)














with a = |Dmϕ|, b = |Dm+1ϕ| and  = e tnp , as well as with a = 1, b = |Dmϕ|
and  = 1.
From the C1 and C2 estimates we know





2pF−p(ϑ−1ϑ˙v − F−1F aa ) ≤ 0
and
(5.107) |σar − F ar| → 0.
In view of
(5.108) ϑp−1Φ˙ = pϑ−2F−(p+1)(hla) ≥ ce−
2
np t,
cf. Corollary 3.6, we may absorb any bad term by the good terms
(5.109) − ϑp−1Φ˙|Dkϕ|2, k = m,m+ 1,
if t0 is supposed to be large enough and 0 ≤ λ < 1. Thus, for large t0 and
λ < 1 we obtain a contradiction and conclude
(5.110) |Dmϕ|e λnp t ≤ c = c(n, p,M0,m, λ) ∀0 ≤ λ < 1,
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which means
(5.111) Dmϕ = O−γ ∀0 ≤ γ < 1.

6. The conformally flat parametrization and convergence to a
sphere
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2, we use the conformally flat
parametrization and consider the flow in Rn+1. From now on, we distinguish
quantities in Hn+1 from those in Rn+1 by an additional bre`ve, e.g. u˘, g˘ij ,
etc., compare [5, ch. 5]. For a flow hypersurface
(6.1) M = graph u˘ = graphu
we then have
(6.2) u˘ = log(2 + u)− log(2− u)
and

















then the second fundamental forms h˘ij and h
i
j satisfy the relation
(6.6) eψh˘ij = h
i
j + v
−1ϑ˜δij ≡ hˇij ,
cf. [5, (5.11), (5.13)]. Set
(6.7) gij = uiuj + u
2σij
and
(6.8) hˇij = gikhˇ
k
j ,
then the flow in Hn+1,
(6.9) x˙ = F−pν˘, F = F (h˘ij),
now reads in Rn+1
(6.10) x˙ = F−pe(p−1)ψν,
where





−1 = −u;ij + h¯ij
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and the homogenity of F = F (hˇij), we obtain
(6.13) u˙− Φ˙F iju;ij = −e(p−1)ψvΦ + v−1Φ˙F − Φ˙v−2ϑ˜F ijgij − Φ˙F ij h¯ij .
Here and in the following, u;ij denotes covariant differentiation with respect
to gij , where merely indices, uij , denote derivatives with respect to σij and
u˙ = ∂u∂t is a partial derivative. We want to use coordinates (x
i).
6.1. Lemma. Let u be the scalar solution of (6.10). Then






In view of (6.2) there holds
(6.16) 2− u = (2 + u)e−u˘
and thus
(6.17) (2− u)β = O−β ∀β ∈ R,
























Taking |Du˘| with respect to the spherical norm, we see that the claim holds
for m = 1, by Lemma 5.4. Suppose the claim to be true for 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1.
Then












= Om(1−γ)−1 +Om−1 ∀γ < 1 ∀ > 0.

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6.2. Lemma. For all m ∈ N∗ and for all 0 <  there hold












(6.25) Dm((2− u)β) = O−β+m,
(6.26) Dm(hˇij(2− u)) = O−1+
and











= v−1(u−2σkluki1ul − u−3σklukului1)
= O−2+ ∀ > 0.




















Thus (6.23) is true.
To prove (6.24), suppose that f is smooth, then


























(6.35) Dkf ∈ C∞(u([0,∞)× Sn)).
In case of (6.25) we have
(6.36) f(x) = (2− x)β
such that
(6.37) f (k)(x) =
k−1∏
i=0
(β − i)(2− x)β−k(−1)k,
implying
(6.38) f (k)(u) = Ok−β .
Thus
(6.39) Dm(f ◦ u) = O−β+m.











Have in mind, that now ϑ(u) = u, ui = σikuk and derivatives are taken with
respect to σij . Thus
(6.41)















= O−1+ +O−3+ +O−2+
= O−1+.
(6.27) follows from




6.3. Theorem. Let u be the scalar solution of (6.10), then
(6.43) Dmu = O−1 ∀m ∈ N∗.
Proof. We follow the corresponding proof in [5, Thm. 6.11].
Define
(6.44) φ = (2− u)−1, φ˜ = φe− tnp
and
(6.45) F˜ = F (hˇkl (2− u)), Φ˜ = Φ(F˜ ).
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There holds, having in mind that hij → 12δij , and using (6.17) as well as
Theorem 4.5, that
(6.46) |hˇkl (2− u)− δkl | ≤ |hkl (2− u)|+
∣∣∣∣(v−1 2u2 + u − 1
)
δkl





































An easy calculation shows
(6.50)
uij = v
2u;ij − u−1(σklukulσij − 2uiuj)
= −vhij + v2h¯ij − u−1(σklukulσij − 2uiuj)









u˙− Φ˙F iju;ij + u−1v−2 ˙˜Φφ˜−(p+1)e−
p+1
np tF˜ ij(σklukulσij










v−1 ˙˜ΦF˜ (2− u)p−1φ˜− vΦ˜(eψ(2− u))p−1φ˜
− v−2 ˙˜Φ(2− u)p−1 2u
2 + u







(v−2 ˙˜Φ(2− u)pF˜ ijuiuj)φ˜






























(v−2 ˙˜Φ(2− u)pF˜ ijuiuj)φ˜






Then by Lemma 6.2 we have
(6.55) Dmφ˜ = Om ∀m ∈ N∗ ∀ > 0.
Differentiating the equation for φ˜ covariantly with respect to σij m times, we
obtain
(6.56)
w˙ − v−2 ˙˜Φφ˜−(p+1)e− p+1np tF˜ ijwij = O−p ? w +O−p+3m
+O−1++m +O−p+m
+O−(p+1) ? Dm+1φ˜ ? Dm+1φ˜
= O−δ, δ > 0,
where first  has to be chosen in dependence of p and m. Thus




(6.58) ˙˜w ≤ cm,δe−δt
and is bounded.
Thus
(6.59) Dmφ = O1 ∀m ∈ N.
This yields
(6.60) Du = (2− u)2Dφ = O−1.
If
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which implies
(6.62) Dmu = O−2 ? Dmφ+O−1 = O−1.

6.4. Corollary. The rescaled functions
(6.63) u˜ = (u− 2)e tnp in Rn+1
and
(6.64) ˜˘u = u˘− t
np
in Hn+1
are uniformly bounded in Cm(Sn) for all m ∈ N and converge in C∞(Sn) to
a uniquely determined limit u˜ or ˜˘u respectively.
Proof. We follow the proof of [5, Thm. 6.11].







































≥ −ce− tnp .
Thus
(6.67) (u˜− npce− tnp )′ ≥ 0,
which implies the result. 
6.5. Theorem. The limit function





Proof. We follow the proof in [5, Lemma 6.12].
Here we use the standard notation again, i.e. uij denotes differentiation
with respect to gij and time derivatives are total derivatives. We prove, that




















(6.71) ‖Du‖2 = 1− v˜2,
will then lead to







(6.74) u˜ = const,
since u˜ ≤ c < 0.
We have
(6.75) g˙ij = 〈x˙i, xj〉+ 〈xi, x˙j〉 = 2e(p−1)ψF−phij ,
by (6.10) and the Weingarten equation. Furthermore there holds
(6.76)
(‖Du‖2)′ = 2gij u˙iuj − g˙ijuiuj
= gij g˙ij − 2u−1u˙gij g¯ij − 2e(p−1)ψF−phijuiuj




















(6.77) hij v˜ = −uij + u−1g¯ij
we get










= − 2 · 4
p−1∆u(2− u)
F p(2− u)p(u+ 2)p−1 +O
−3.






np t = lim
t→∞
2 · 4p−1u˜∆u˜





To prove (6.70), first observe, that
(6.82) v˜ = ηαν
α,
where (ηα) = (1, 0, . . . , 0). Thus
(6.83)
˙˜v = ηαβ x˙
βνα + ηαν˙
α
= e(p−1)ψF−pηαβνανβ − gij(e(p−1)ψF−p);iuj
= O−3 − (p− 1)e(p−1)ψψ˙F−p‖Du‖2
+ pe(p−1)ψF−(p+1)F kl(hkl;iui + v˜iuiϑ˜gkl + v˜
˙˜
ϑgkl‖Du‖2)
= O−3 + pe(p−1)ψF−p(F−1v˜ ˙˜ϑF klgkl − ϑ˜)‖Du‖2
+ e(p−1)ψϑ˜F−p‖Du‖2.
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